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In the present day living world “CAR” is considered as “Status symbol” of human society. It also determines the state of official capacity like car of King, car of President, car of Prime Minister of global nations.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{i) Car needs FOUR WHEELS?...} \\
\text{ii) Car differs from CART?...} \\
\text{iii) Car differs from CHARIOT?...} \\
\text{iv) Car differs from VEHICLE?...} \\
\end{array}
\]

…Author

This scientific research article focus that the creator of the universe shall be considered as Supernatural person called by name by author as “RAMANUJAM”. RAMANUJAM shall be considered as have created the entire universe through his “MOTHER JANAKI” (Souls) who shall be considered as integral part of RAMANUJAM. JANAKI shall also be called by author as “POPE”. POPE shall mean “VIRGIN MOTHER” and source of Universal Energy required for “RAMANUJAM CAR”. The philosophy of RAMANUJAM, JANAKI shall be described as below:

(i) JANAKI
(Virgin Mother)
(POPE)
a) Philosophy of Ramanujam Car...

It is focused that the entire universe created by Ramanujam shall be considered as like a CAR having three-in-one compartments required for the sustainability of Universal matters. In proto Indo Europe root the CAR shall be called as “VINKALAM”. Vinkalam shall mean “SPACE CAR”.
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विशेषतः सम्बन्ध
(RAMNUJAM SPACE CAR)
(Three Tier Universe)
Region I - Antineutrinos radiation region (Black radiation)
Region II - Neutrinos radiation region (Stardust radiation)
Region III - EMR and Matter region (Einstein region)

It is further focused that the ‘SPACE CAR’ manufactured by RAMANUJAM shall be considered having only THREE WHEELS rather than four wheels contained by modern conventional car. The philosophy of “RAMANUJAM CAR BASE FRAME” having three-in-one wheel system (chasis) shall be described as below:

CAR BASE FRAME
(Three-in-One Foundation)
(KarthiKai)

i) “SUN” is like FRONT WHEEL (Control)
ii) “EARTH” is like LEFT WHEEL (Structural)
iii) “MOON” is like RIGHT WHEEL (Functional)

b) RAMANUJAM CAR IS ENERGY EFFICIENT?...

NATURAL FUEL
(White Fuel)
(UNIVERSAL ENERGY)

It is focused that RAMANUJAM CAR shall be considered as 100% energy efficient deriving “NATURAL FUEL” from J-RADIATION (Soul) and free from FOSSIL FUEL ELEMENTS (HCNO) for keeping the Universe under clean Environmental condition. The philosophy of NATURAL ENERGY FUEL shall be represented as below:
c) Philosophy of Fuel grade?

It is focused that **HUMAN ANCESTORS** shall be considered lived in **MARS PLANET** in the early Universe (5,00,000 years ago). The **MARS ANCESTORS** considered require “**NO NEED OF CAR**” as they belong to “**ANGEL RACE**” and capable of “**FLYING**” for going one place to another place. The male and female angel populations shall also be called as **RATHAM, RATHI**.

During the course of expanding Universe say during **DARK AGE** the Angel populations (Brahmas) considered transformed to **EARTH PLANET** (3,00,000 years ago) and gradually lost their capability of “**FLYING**”. Further the Ancient populations on the Earth planet shall be considered used **CHARIOT** with four wheels, six wheels powered by Animals. During the course of time various vehicles shall be considered evolved and powered by various fuels of varied grade in three generations of expanding universe.

d) **PHILOSOPHY OF VEHICLE EVOLUTION?**

It is hypothesized that in Hindu mythology the philosophy of **BRAHMA, RAMA, KRISHNA, SHIVA** shall be considered as distinguished genetically varied personalities belongs to various phases of cosmological periods and used different types of vehicles in the respective period as narrated below:

i) **RAMANUJAM** (like **GOD**) – “**SPACE CAR**”

ii) **JANAKI** (like **POPE**) – “**CAR ENERGY**”.

iii) **BRAHMA** (like **PROPHET**) – “**ANGEL (RATHAM)**”

iv) **RAMA** (like **APPOSTLE**) – “**CART (CHARIOT)**”

v) **KRISHNA** (like **EVANGELIST**) – “**PRIMARY CAR**”

vi) **SHIVA** (like **BISHOP**) – “**FOUR WHEEL CAR**”

The Philosophy of **PRIMARY CAR** shall be considered as energy efficient car having only three wheels and subject to higher earth gravity as described below.
KRISHNA CAR
(Energy Efficient Car)

The philosophy of space car, chariot, vehicle shall be distinguished for universal understanding

(i)

Virgin Mother
(POPE)

(ii)

Brahma
(PROPHET)

(iii)
e) Principle of NATURAL JUSTICE...

It is focused that the Angel population (Brahmas) considered lived in MARS planet having flying capability for going one place to other place. If so... Angel populations must have followed certain traffic rules for regulation of TRAFFIC. Presently global nations across the world having their own traffic rules, environment rules, sea border rules, land border rules. It is hypothesized that the angel population shall be considered as followed the principle of NATURAL JUSTICE as describe below. Natural justice shall mean GODLY rule and highly ethical based.
i) PROTON is like ACHARIYA (like KRISHNA)
ii) ELECTRON is like SUBRAMANIYA (like RAMA)
iii) PHOTON is like ADITHIYA (like Adi BRAHMA)
iv) J-RADIATION is like KARTHIKEYA (like JANAKI)

It is focused that in cosmological language RAMANUJAM, JANAKI shall be distinguished as below. Raman jam is like temple and Janaki is like Pope. Raman jam is like law and Janaki is like natural justice. Raman jam is like spirit and Janaki is like soul.

CASE STUDY

In Hindu philosophy “Ratha Yatra” is considered as annual “Temple Car Festival”. In the beginning of Temple Car Festival Prayer being offered to “Jaganatha Dev” (Pronounced also as “Juggeranaut”). In England a week long Ratha Yatra Festival is to be celebrated (July 8 – 14) in Birmingham and this festival has been in practice since 14th century.

This scientific research focus that “CAR FESTIVAL” shall be considered closely associated with “COSMOS UNIVERSE”, i.e. “RAMANUJAM” is like “HOLY TEMPLE” and “JANAKI” is like “POPE” and “CAR OF RAMANUJAM”. The philosophy of “CHARIOT” mentioned in “RIG VEDHA” shall be considered as “HOLY CAR” and Transporting media of “ANGEL ANCESTORS (BRAHMAS) who considered lived in MARS PLANET in the early universe.

POPE
(Virgin Mother)

The philosophy of various transports like CAR, CART, CHARIOT, VEHICLE shall be considered derived from Universal Space Car “JANAKI”.
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